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transition of FSD than the TD-DFT.
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a b s t r a c t

One- and two-photon absorption (1PA and 2PA) of fluorescein dianion (FSD) in water were studied using
a combined and sequential Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Dynamics methodology. Different sets of 250
statistically relevant (uncorrelated) configurations composed by the solute and several solvent molecules
were sampled from the classical simulation. On these configurations, the electronic properties were cal-
culated a posteriori using the Zerner’s intermediate neglect of differential overlap (ZINDO) method. The
linear and nonlinear absorption of FSD in water were calculated using discrete and explicit solvent mod-
els. In the largest case, the relevant configurations are composed by FSD and 47 explicit water molecules
embedded in the electrostatic field of all remaining water molecules. Both INDO/CIS and INDO/CISD cal-
culations were performed to study the absorption processes of FSD and the Sum-Over-States (SOS) model
was used to describe the 2PA process. A semi-classical method for spectrum simulations was employed to
simulate the 1PA and 2PA cross-section spectra of FSD in water. For comparison purposes, in the case of
the 2PA process two approaches, the ‘‘full expression’’ and ‘‘resonant expression’’ methods, were
employed to simulate the nonlinear spectrum. The last method assumes resonant conditions and on
the computation point of view it represents an interesting option to study the 2PA process. The INDO/
CI calculations give a satisfactory description of the 1PA spectrum of FSD and properly describe the unu-
sual blue-shift of its first p ? p" transition in water. In the case of 2PA, the introduction of doubly excited
configuration interactions (INDO/CISD) has proven to be essential for an appropriate description of the
process at the higher energy spectral region. It was observed that the solvent effects do not drastically
change the cross-sections of both processes. The simulated 2PA cross-section spectrum provided by
the ‘‘full expression’’ method presents a better definition of the bands which appear along the experimen-
tal spectrum than the one provided by the ‘‘resonant expression’’ method. However, both approaches
provide similar description for the effect of the solvent environment on the 2PA process of FSD in water.
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Introduction

The optical behavior of materials plays a major role in the tech-
nology of photonics [1,2]. To further advance the performance of
optical devices and techniques, researchers have sought for mate-
rials with attractive linear and nonlinear optical properties, what
comprises the absorption, refractive and emission behavior of the
materials. In the last decades the nonlinear optical properties of
the materials has attracted growing attention. In this case, the or-
ganic materials have emerged as an interesting class due to present
high nonlinear optical properties and the possibility of easily alter
their molecular structure to optimize the nonlinear response [3].

Due to its potential applicability, the two-photon absorption
(2PA) is one of the nonlinear processes which has attracted more
attention in the last decades [1,2]. The applications of such nonlin-
ear process have been manifested in several important areas [4–
15]. Its quadratic dependence on the excitation light intensity is
responsible for the improvement brought by the 2PA process to
the 3D optical storage [4,5], 3D fluorescence microscopy
[6,11,14] and 3D microfabrication [15] areas, since it intrinsically
offers a high spatial confinement of the excitation. The quadratic
dependence is also responsible for the improvement brought to
the optical limiting area [7,12]. On the other hand, in the 2PA pro-
cess two photons are simultaneously absorbed by a material and,
therefore, the excitation energy is given by the sum of the energy
of the two photons absorbed. Due to this feature, the 2PA process
is also employed, for instance, at up-conversion lasing and fluores-
cence microscopy areas [6,8,9,11,14]. Moreover, the main limita-
tions of photodynamic therapy are the low penetration and high
scattering in tissue of the light used in treatments. In this case,
the 2PA allows to excite photosensitisers absorbing light in the tis-
sue optical window, improving the penetration and reducing the
scattering of the laser light [10,13].

What concerns the fluorescence microscopy area, fluorescein is
a widely used probe in biosciences [16–21], mainly because of its
high fluorescence quantum efficiency (0.18–0.93) [22]. The use of
fluorescein in 1PA and 2PA fluorescence microscopy has been re-
ported in several works [23–26]. It is today well-known that fluo-
rescein exists in several well-defined prototropic states and charge
forms. Varying the pH of the aqueous environment, its charge state
and consequently its absorption and fluorescence spectra change
in a well defined manner [27–29]. For intermediate acidic values
of pH, between 3.8 and 6.1, fluorescein exists in two possible
mono-ionic forms and above pH 6.1 the dianionic form of fluores-
cein (Fig. 1) prevails. As for neutral pH fluorescein exists in its dian-
ionic form, most of the experimental and theoretical works on the
spectroscopic properties of fluorescein have focused on the fluores-
cein dianion (FSD).

The 1PA and 2PA spectra of FSD have been determined and re-
ported in some experimental works [29–33]. Some theoretical ef-
forts have also been carried out to study the 1PA and 2PA of FSD,
and other charge forms of fluorescein, in the last few years

[34,35]. However, the effect of the solvent on the spectroscopic
properties of fluorescein is still poorly understood. The majority
of the theoretical studies concerning the linear and nonlinear
absorption of FSD have been done for the isolated molecule or
using a Polarizable Continuum Model (PCM) [36–38] for taking
into account solvent effects. PCM has been widely used to attempt
to describe solvent effects on the linear absorption of molecular
systems and, more recently, to describe solvent effects on the non-
linear two-photon absorption [35,39–42]. This model usually gives
a good description of the solvent effects for studies considering a
polar solute and nonprotic solvents. However, the PCM is not able
to include specific interactions such as hydrogen bonds for describ-
ing the solvent effects on the absorption processes, what is in prin-
ciple an important aspect for studies considering the aqueous
environment. Moreover, the important influence of the solvent
on the 2PA process of organic molecules, in particular, has already
been demonstrated by several experimental studies [43–46].

Among the most sophisticated strategies to study the absorp-
tion processes of molecular systems in solution are the Quantum
Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) methodologies [47–
51]. These methodologies allow to include contributions coming
from specific interactions between solute and solvent molecules,
as well as the statistical information related to the thermodynamic
conditions. Since the liquid has a huge amount of possible config-
urations, it is very important to properly describe the thermody-
namic ensemble to study a solvated molecule. To generate the
liquid structure, QM/MM methodologies use classical computer
simulation, either Monte Carlo (MC) or Molecular Dynamics
(MD). After that, quantum mechanical calculations are performed
on sampled configurations.

Recently, we studied the spectral shift of the lowest and most
intense 1PA transition of FSD in water [52]. The study was done
under normal conditions of temperature and pressure using the
sequential QM/MM (S-QM/MM) methodology [53–55] – combin-
ing MC simulation and INDO/CIS calculations. For the best of our
knowledge, that was the first theoretical attempt to study FSD in
aqueous environment in microscopic details. The S-QM/MM meth-
odology offers the opportunity of drastically reducing the number
of quantum mechanical calculations needed to obtain a statisti-
cally converged value of the spectroscopic properties of a given
system. Unlike the traditional QM/MM methodologies, in the S-
QM/MM methodology the quantum mechanical calculations are
performed only on a set of statistically relevant (uncorrelated) con-
figurations [53–55].

Both 1PA and 2PA spectra of FSD in water present interesting
features which deserve attention and represent a challenge for the-
oretical methods [29,31,33]. The linear spectrum of FSD is mainly
described by its lowest energy and most intense p ? p" transition
which suffers an unusual blue-shift in water. The 2PA spectrum of
FSD in water in turn is a structured spectrum where 3 bands can
easily be distinguished. The widely use of FSD and its intriguing
linear and nonlinear spectra were the main motivations to carry
out this theoretical study.

In the present work we employed the S-QM/MM methodology
[53–55] to study the one- and two-photon absorption of FSD in
water under normal thermodynamic conditions. We decided to
use MD simulation to include the effect of the FSD molecular con-
formation changes on the absorption spectra. INDO/CIS and INDO/
CISD calculations were performed to study the 1PA and 2PA pro-
cesses of FSD in water and the Sum-Over-States (SOSs) model
[56] was used to describe the 2PA process. Several studies of the
2PA of molecular systems combining INDO/CI calculations and
the SOS model have been carried out and reported in the last few
years [57–61]. Studies of the 2PA process employing this strategy
and considering the solvent environment in microscopic details
are still lacking. In fact, to the best of your knowledge, the present

Fig. 1. (a) Molecular structure of fluorescein dianion (FSD). (b) Initial conformation
(B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p), PCM – water) for classical simulation.
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work is the first study conducted by combining such strategy and
the S-QM/MM methodology to describe the 1PA and 2PA processes
of a solvated molecule. However, it is important to mention that in
the last years this issue has been addressed by studies employing
different levels of quantum-chemical calculations and different
QM/MM methodologies [62–64].

Adopting discrete and explicit solvent models, INDO/CI calcula-
tions were performed on the relevant configurations of the system
and the results used to simulate the 1PA and 2PA cross-section
spectra of FSD in aqueous environment. The use of a set of solvent
models allowed to better understanding the origin of the solvent
effects on the linear and nonlinear absorption of FSD in aqueous
environment. A semi-classical method [65–67] for spectrum simu-
lations was employed to simulate the absorption spectra. For com-
parison purposes, in the case of the 2PA process two approaches of
the SOS model [56], labeled here as the ‘‘full expression’’ and ‘‘res-
onant expression’’ methods, were employed to simulate the non-
linear spectrum. As we discuss in Two-photon absorption section,
the last method assumes two-photon resonant conditions and on
the computation point of view it represents an interesting option
to study the 2PA process.

Procedure

Classical simulation

The S-QM/MD methodology was adopted in this work. A MD
simulation was performed under normal conditions (T = 25 "C,
P = 1 atm) to generate the liquid structure that were submitted a
posteriori to QM calculations. All MD simulations were done with
TINKER molecular modeling package [68]. The initial configuration
was generated from a previous MC simulation of FSD in water [52].
The thermalization stage was 200 ps and the equilibrium simula-
tion was 5 ns, with a time step of 1 fs. One configuration was saved
every 1 ps. The integrator algorithm was the velocity Verlet [69,70]
and the algorithms used to control the temperature and pressure
were the Berendsen thermostat and barostat respectively [71],
with a coupling constant of 0.1 ps for temperature and 2.0 ps for
pressure. A cubic box with periodic boundary conditions and a
cut-off radius of 9.0 Å for non-bonded interactions were used.
The long-range corrections were calculated for interactions and
forces beyond the cut-off radius. The Coulomb term of the non-
bonded interactions was corrected by particle mesh Ewald (PME)
approach [72].

The simulated system consisted of one FSD and 1000 molecules
of water. The intermolecular interaction was defined by a Lennard-
Jones (LJ) plus Coulomb potentials. The intramolecular and LJ
parameters of the optimized parameters for liquid simulation
(OPLS) [73,74] was used for FSD and the SPC [75] potential for
water. One important aspect prior to the MD simulation is the con-
sideration of the electronic polarization of FSD due to the aqueous
environment. To consider this polarization, the molecular geome-
try of FSD was obtained from a geometry optimization in water
performing a PCM calculation [36–38]. The atomic charges of the
Coulomb part of the potential of FSD were obtained using an elec-
trostatic CHELPG mapping [76] in a PCM calculation using the opti-
mized geometry of FSD. All the PCM calculations were performed
using density functional theory (DFT) with the aid of the hybrid
B3LYP functional [77,78] and the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set, as imple-
mented in the Gaussian 03 package [79].

One-photon absorption

The 1PA of a given molecular system is related to the imaginary
part of its linear polarizability, a(#x; x) [1,3], and can be quan-

tized by the definition of the 1PA cross-section (r1PA). Employing
the semi-classical approximation [80], the 1PA cross-section of a
molecular system at the angular frequency x of the incident laser
light is defined as

r1PAðxÞ ¼
4px
n2c

L2Im½hað#x; xÞi( ð1Þ

where c is the speed of light, n is the refractive index of the medium
and L is a local-field factor (equal to 1 for vacuum). In this study n
and L are set to 1. ha(#x; x)i is the orientational average of
a(#x; x) and becomes the theoretical values provided by this
equation comparable with experimental values measured in
solution.

The components of the polarizability can be evaluated applying
perturbation theory up to second-order in energy and the electric
dipole approximation [56]. By considering the Taylor expansion
of the energy with respect to an applied field, the Cartesian compo-
nents of a(#x; x) are given by

aijð#x;xÞ ¼ 1
!h
)
X

n–g

hgjlijnihnjljjgi
ðxgn #x# iCgn=2Þ

þ
hgjljjnihnjlijgi
ðxgn þxþ iCgn=2Þ

! "

ð2Þ

In Eq. (2), n denotes the nth electronic excited state and g the elec-
tronic ground state. hg|lj|ni is the Cartesian component of the tran-
sition dipole moment from the ground state to the nth excited state
along the molecular axis j. xgn = (En # Eg)/!h are the angular frequen-
cies of the one-photon resonances. Cgn is the damping constant of
the nth excited state adopted to treat the resonances. The sum is
performed over the manifold of excited states of the unperturbed
system. The orientational average of a is calculated via Eq. (3).

hai ¼ 1
3

X

i¼x;y;z

aii ð3Þ

To study the 1PA of a molecular system, it is convenient to con-
sider a(#x; x) for the angular frequencies of the one-photon res-
onances, i.e., x = xgn. In this case, only contributions coming from
the first term of Eq. (2) will resonate. If the damping constant Cgn is
small compared to xgn, such contributions will dominate the com-
plete summation and the second term can be neglected. Therefore,
considering also the orientational average of a(#x; x), the linear
absorption at the angular frequency x of the incident laser light
can thus be written as follows in

r1PAðxÞ ¼
4px

3!hn2c
L2
X

n–g

X

i¼x;y;z

j gh jli nj ij2
Cgn=2

ðxgn #xÞ2 þ ðCgn=2Þ2

" #
ð4Þ

From the spectroscopy point of view, in order to describe the
1PA of a system through a broad spectral region, it is necessary
to consider the spectral line shape of the one-photon resonances.
It is common to adopt a normalized Lorentzian function to this
end. Here, it is possible to obtain it naturally, since Eq. (4) can be
simply rewritten as

r1PAðxÞ ¼
4p2x
3!hn2c

L2
X

n–g

jlgnj
2gðxgn #x; CgnÞ ð5Þ

where lgn is the transition dipole moment between the ground |gi
and excited |ni electronic states and g(xgn #x; Cgn) is the normal-
ized Lorentzian function. Therefore, in addition to attribute a finite
spectral line width (Cgn) for each excited state considered to study
the linear spectrum of a given molecular system, the g(xgn -
#x; Cgn) function also selects the resonant angular frequencies of
the one-photon transitions between the ground and final excited
states (xgn).

In this work the linear and nonlinear spectra of FSD in water
were determined employing the semi-classical method [65–67].
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In this method the absorption spectra are simulated by adopting
the nuclear (solute-solvent) phase space distribution provided by
the classical MD simulation. In the context of the S-QM/MM meth-
odology, this is a set of uncorrelated configurations (MD snapshots)
sampled from the liquid simulation process. As has been shown in
a previous work [67], the simulated 1PA cross-section spectrum
can be obtained by the average over the absorption behavior of
the ensemble,

r1PAðxÞ ¼
4p2x
3!hn2c

L2
XNfs

n–g

1
Nc

XNc

k

jlk
gnj

2gðxk
gn #x; CgnÞ

" #
ð6Þ

In Eq. (6), Nc is the number of uncorrelated configurations sampled
and Nfs the number of final excited states considered to simulate the
linear spectrum. The superscript k refers to the kth uncorrelated
configuration sampled. The term in the brackets is the average
intensity of a given 1PA transition of the system studied. In this ap-
proach, while Cgn in the gðxk

gn #x; CgnÞ function accounts for the
homogeneous broadening of the resonance lines playing along the
1PA spectrum, the classical simulation intrinsically accounts for
their inhomogeneous broadening. Therefore, this procedure pro-
vides a realistic picture of the absorptive behavior of a molecule
in solvent environment through a broad spectral region.

Two-photon absorption

The 2PA process corresponds to the simultaneous absorption of
two photons and is only promoted using high intensity laser light.
The two-photon absorption of a given molecular system is quan-
tized by the 2PA cross-section (r2PA) which in turn is proportional
to the imaginary part of the second order hyperpolarizability,
c(#xr; x1, x2, x3) [1,3]. Employing the semi-classical approxima-
tion [80] and considering a degenerate 2PA process, the nonlinear
absorption at the angular frequency x of the incident laser light is
defined as follows

r2PAðxÞ ¼
8p2!hx2

n2c2 L4Im½hcð#x; x;#x;xÞi( ð7Þ

where hc(#x; x, #x, x)i is the orientational average of
c(#x; x, #x, x) and becomes the theoretical values provided by
this equation comparable with experimental values measured in
solution.

The components of the second-order hyperpolarizability can be
evaluated applying perturbation theory up to fourth-order in en-
ergy and the electric dipole approximation. The expression ob-
tained in this way is usually called the Orr-Ward or Sum-Over-
State (SOS) expression [56]. By considering the Taylor expansion
of energy with respect to an applied field, the Cartesian compo-
nents of c(#xr; x1, x2, x3), in the most general form, are given by

cijklð#xr;x1;x2;x3Þ ¼
1

6!h3 Pðj; k; l;x1;x2;x3Þ

)

X

m–g

X

n–g

X

p–g

hgjli jmihmj!ll jnihnj!lk jpihpjlj jgi
ðxgm#xrþiCgm=2Þðxgn#x1#x2þiCgn=2Þðxgp#x1þiCgp=2Þ

þ hgjll jmihmj!li jnihnj!lk jpihpjlj jgi
ðxgmþx3#iCgm=2Þðxgn#x1#x2þiCgn=2Þðxgp#x1þiCgp=2Þ

hgjlj jmihmj!lk jnihnj!li jpihpjll jgi
ðxgmþxl#iCgm=2Þðxgnþx1þx2#iCgn=2Þðxgp#x3þiCgp=2Þ

hgjlj jmihmj!lk jnihnj!ll jpihpjli jgi
ðxgmþxl#iCgm=2Þðxgnþx1þx2#iCgn=2Þðxgpþxr#iCgp=2Þ

#
X

m–g

X

n–g

hgjll jmihmjll jgihgjlk jnihnjlj jgi
ðxgm#xrþiCgm=2Þðxgn#x3þiCgn=2Þðxgn#x1þiCgn=2Þ

þ hgjli jmihmjll jgihgjlk jnihnjlj jgi
ðxgm#x3þiCgm=2Þðxgnþx2#iCgn=2Þðxgn#x1þiCgn=2Þ

þ hgjll jmihmjli jgihgjlj jnihnjlk jgi
ðxgmþxr#iCgm=2Þðxgmþx3#iCgn=2Þðxgnþx1#iCgn=2Þ

þ hgjll jmihmjli jgihgjlj jnihnjlk jgi
ðxgmþx3#iCgm=2Þðxgn#x2þiCgn=2Þðxgnþxl#iCgn=2ÞÞ

2

666666666666666666666664

3

777777777777777777777775

ð8Þ

In Eq. (8), x1, x2 and x3 are the angular frequencies of the per-
turbation radiation fields and xr = x1 + x2 + x3 is the polarization
response angular frequency. P(j, k, l; x1, x2, x3) is a permutation
operator which permutes the Cartesian coordinates labels (j, k, l)
of the molecule axis and simultaneously permutes the optical
angular frequencies (x1, x2, x3). m, n and p denote electronic ex-
cited states and g the electronic ground state. hg|lj|mi is the jth
Cartesian component of the transition dipole moment from the
ground state to the m excited state. < mjljjn >¼< mjljjn >
#dmn < gjljjg > is the fluctuation of the jth Cartesian component
of the dipole moment operator (lj). Cgm is the damping constant
of the m excited state. The orientational average of c is calculated
via Eq. (9) [81,82].

hci ¼ 1
15

X

i;j¼x;y;z

ðciijj þ cijij þ cijjiÞ ð9Þ

In this work, the 2PA cross-section spectrum of FSD in water is
simulated employing the semi-classical method to simulate
absorption spectra and adopting two different approaches. In both
cases, the simulated nonlinear spectrum is the average over the
absorption behavior of the ensemble of uncorrelated configura-
tions provided by the classical MD simulation.

In the first approach, as long as the main interest here is to de-
scribe the nonlinear absorption, the Eq. (8) is simplified assuming
that it is possible to neglect the non-resonant terms. In reciprocity
to the 1PA process, it is expected that some terms dominate
c(#x; x, #x, x) around two-photon resonant angular frequen-
cies, x = xgn/2. Analyzing Eq. (8) one can verify that only some
contributions coming from the first two terms of the triple summa-
tion will be resonant. If the damping constant Cgn is small com-
pared to xgn, such terms will dominate the complete summation
and all the remaining terms can be neglected. Moreover, when
the angular frequency of the incident light is still low enough in
comparison to the first one-photon resonant angular frequency of
the system, one can adopt a null value for the damping constants
of the intermediate states (Cgm and Cgp) on Eq. (8) without quali-
tative and quantitative losses. In this condition, the Cartesian com-
ponents of c(#x; x, #x, x) can be written in a simpler and more
convenient way as

cres
ijklð#xr;x1;x2;x3Þ

¼ 1
6!h3

X
P1;3ðj; l;x1;x3Þ

X
P#r;2ði; k;#xr;x2Þ

)
X

m–g

X

n–g

hgjlijmihmj!lkjf ihf j!lljnihnjljjgi
ðxgm #xrÞðxgf #x1 #x3 # iCgf =2Þðxgn #x1Þ

¼ 1
6!h3

X
P#r;2ði; k;#xr;x2Þ

X

m

hgjlijmihmjlkjf i
ðxgm #xrÞ

X
P1;3ðj; l; x1;x3Þ

"

)
X

n

hf jlljnihnjljjgi
ðxgn #x1Þ

#
1

ðxgf #x1 #x3 # iCgf =2Þ

¼ 1
6!h

SikS"lj
1

ðxgf #x1 #x3 # iCgf =2Þ
ð10Þ

where x1 = x3 = x, x2 = #x and xr = x1 + x2 + x3 = x in the case
of a degenerate 2PA process. In the last step of Eq. (10), it was intro-
duced the two-photon transition matrix element S, defined by

Sik ¼
1
!h

X

m

gjlijm
# $

mjlkjf
# $

ðxgm #xrÞ
þ

gjlkjm
# $

mjlijf
# $

ðxgm #xrÞ

! "
ð11Þ

For a degenerate 2PA process, the nonlinear absorption at the
angular frequency x of the incident laser light can now be rewrit-
ten as

r2PAðxÞ ¼
8p2x2

n2c2 L4
X

f –g

dgf
ðCgf =2Þ

ðxgf # 2xÞ2 þ ðCgf =2Þ2
ð12Þ
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where dgf is the 2PA transition probability for the electronic transi-
tion between the ground (g) and a final (f) excited state. The 2PA
transition probability is calculated considering the orientational
average of S and in the case of a linearly polarized excitation laser
beam is given by

dgf ¼
1

15

X

i;j¼x;y;z

ðSiiS
"
jj þ SijS

"
ij þ SijS

"
jiÞ ð13Þ

In order to describe the 2PA of a system through a broad spectral
region we must consider the spectral line shape of the two-photon
resonances. Adopting a normalized Lorentzian function to describe
the spectral line shape of such resonances the Eq. (7) can then be
written as

r2PAðxÞ ¼
8p3x2

n2c2 L4
X

f –g

dgf gðxgf # 2x; Cgf =2Þ ð14Þ

The first approach assumes the two-photon resonant conditions
to simulate the spectrum and therefore we denote it as ‘‘resonant
expression’’ (RE) method. In this case the simulated 2PA cross-sec-
tion spectrum is given by

r2PAðxÞ ¼
8p3x2

n2c2 L4
XNfs

f –g

1
Nc

XNc

k

dk
gf gðxk

gf # 2x; Cgf =2Þ

" #

ð15Þ

In Eq. (15) Nc is the number of uncorrelated configurations sam-
pled and Nfs the number of final electronic states considered to
simulate the 2PA cross-section spectrum. The superscript k refers
again to the kth uncorrelated configuration sampled. The term in
the brackets is the average 2PA transition probability of a given
transition of the system studied.

The second approach does not assume resonant conditions and
it is based on the application of Eqs. (5)–(8). Therefore, we denote
it as the ‘‘full expression’’ (FE) method. In this case the simulated
2PA cross-section spectrum is given by Eq. (16), where ck(-
#x; x, #x, x); is defined by Eq. (8).

r2PAðxÞ ¼
8p2!hx2
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It is worth to note that the FE method describes the second-or-
der hyperpolarizability of a given molecular system for any inci-
dent radiation angular frequency. Therefore, the degenerate 2PA
spectrum can be determined by scanning the incident radiation
angular frequency x along the desired spectral region. Unfortu-
nately, the high amount of electronic states needed to obtain con-
verged results makes such method time consuming, in contrast to
the RE method. On the other hand, the FE method provides a more
precise description of the 2PA transitions and, therefore, its appli-
cation in this work provides the opportunity of shedding light on
and assessing the description provided by the RE method.

In the last few years, many studies on the 2PA of molecules in
gas phase or solvent adopting the PCM method [36–38] have been
carried out. In these cases spectroscopic calculations were per-
formed adopting a single molecular conformation for the solute
molecule. These studies have either employed the definition of
the 2PA cross-section adopted here by the FE method (Eq. (16))
and INDO/CI calculations [57–61,83] or the definition adopted in
the RE method (Eq. (15)) and ab initio CI calculations to compute
2PA spectra [84,85]. Therefore, to the best of your knowledge this
work also represents the first report on the performance differ-
ences between these two approaches used to describe 2PA spectra.

Quantum chemical calculations

The spectroscopic calculations were all performed using the
Zerner’s intermediate neglect of differential overlap (ZINDO) meth-
od with the ZINDO program package [86]. It uses the INDO/S Ham-
iltonian [87] and the Matagá-Nishimoto empirical two-electron
integrals [88]. INDO/CIS and INDO/CISD calculations were per-
formed to study the absorption processes of FSD in water. The
Sum-Over-States (SOSs) model [56] was used to describe the 2PA
process and computations including 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250
electronic transitions were performed to verify the convergence
of the results. The CI-active space was restricted to the 40 high-
est-occupied and 40 lowest-unoccupied molecular orbitals for sin-
gly excited configurations calculations (CIS). In the case of CISD
calculations, the same CI-active space was considered for the singly
excited configurations and the 2 highest-occupied and 2 lowest-
unoccupied molecular orbitals were considered for doubly excited
configurations.

It is known that the original ZINDO program [86] by Zerner has
been parameterized using INDO/CIS and properly describes elec-
tronic transitions of single excitation character. In general, it de-
scribes the 1PA spectra of organic molecules with good precision.
However, to properly describe 2PA spectra one has to consider
double excitation configurations. Therefore, in this work we have
performed both CIS and CISD calculations for two reasons. The
doubly excited configurations considered here are important for
the SOS model, but has only a minor effect on the low-lying single
excitations. Hence, in one hand, we verify the effect of the doubly
excited configurations in the description of the 2PA spectrum of
FSD and in the other we determine possible undesired effects on
its 1PA spectrum. For all the computation performed in the present
study we set the damping constants (C) equal to 0.2 eV for all ex-
cited states. This is a typical value adopted for organic molecules
[57]. All the SOS calculations of the two-photon processes were
made using the program Photon2 recently developed [89].

Finally, for comparison purpose time dependent density func-
tional theory (TD-DFT) [90–92] calculations were performed for
the two simplest solvent models (isolated FSD and FSD in an elec-
trostatic embedding) and also employing the PCM method [36–
38]. The TD-DFT calculations used the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level
[77,78] for describing the 1PA process of FSD in water, as imple-
mented in the Gaussian 03 package [79]. The results of INDO/CI
and TD-DFT calculations for the energy and solvatochromic shift
of the lowest and most intense 1PA transition of FSD in water
are compared.

Results and discussion

Analysis and solvent models

Using the S-QM/MD methodology, a set of 250 statistically rel-
evant (uncorrelated) configurations composed by the solute and
several solvent molecules were sampled from the classical simula-
tion for a posteriori quantum mechanical (QM) calculations. The
distribution of water molecules around the solute FSD is here dis-
cussed based on the concept of solvation shells, which are obtained
applying a radial distribution function (RDF). Among several possi-
bilities, the RDF between the center-of-mass of the solute and sol-
vent molecules is probably the most usual. However, it has been
showed that such RDF is not appropriate when the solute has a
general form. Therefore, to analyze the solvation shells of FSD in
water we choose the minimum-distance distribution function
[93,94]. This is shown in Fig. 2, where at least three peaks can eas-
ily be identified. Volume integration of the distribution function
gives the coordination number of each peak. This is the number
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of water molecules around the solute, and so, determines the size
of each solvation shell. The first peak is composed by the first 14
water molecules, most of them making hydrogen bonds with the
solute molecule. Therefore, throughout this work we refer to it as
a ‘‘hydrogen bond’’ shell. These molecules do not actually compose
a solvation shell because they do not completely surround the FSD.
In this sense, the first solvation shell is defined by the first 47 water
molecules.

The linear and nonlinear absorption of FSD in water is calcu-
lated using six distinct (discrete and explicit) solvent models. In
the model 1, the QM calculations were performed for the isolated
FSD molecule. In the model 2, the configurations are composed
by FSD embedded in the electrostatic field of 500 water molecules.
These 500 water molecules are located within a radial distance of
11.3 Å from the FSD’s center-of-mass. In the model 3, the configu-
rations are composed by FSD + 14 explicit water molecules (the
‘‘hydrogen bond’’ shell). The model 4 is composed by the model
3 with the inclusion of the electrostatic embedding of all 486
remaining water molecules within the same radial distance. In
the model 5 the configurations are composed by FSD + 47 explicit
water molecules (the first solvation shell). And finally, the model
6 is composed by the model 5 embedded in the electrostatic field
of all 453 remaining water molecules. In the models 5 and 6 the
configurations include 176 atoms and 498 valence electrons, justi-
fying the use of a semi-empirical approach in particular for study-
ing the 2PA absorption process. The results obtained for the six
models adopted in this study are verified to be statistically con-
verged. Moreover, in Fig. 2 one can also identify a second solvation
shell composed by 90 water molecules. In the present study we did
not perform QM calculations explicitly considering such solvation
shell. This would be costly even for a semi-empirical approach,
since studying the 2PA demands a large amount of electronics
transitions to be included into the SOS model. However, the results
obtained with the model 6 seem to be converged with respect to
the number of explicit solvent molecules.

The MD simulation was performed keeping both FSD and solvent
molecules flexible. The main change observed on the conformation
of FSD was the orientation of the phenyl carboxyl group during the
classical simulation. The dihedral angle between phenyl carboxyl
group and the single aromatic ring of FSD is defined by the atoms
15–16–21–22 (Fig. 1). Its average value and standard deviation
was 85 ± 5". Thus, during the classical simulation the phenyl car-
boxyl group remained almost perpendicular to the single aromatic
ring of FSD. It is worth to mention that this average angle is different
from the one observed on the initial optimized geometry (from QM
calculation), for which the dihedral angle was 3". Moreover, only a

very small fluctuation (91 ± 3") was observed for the dihedral angle
between the single aromatic ring of FSD and its xanthene ring por-
tion, defined by atoms 3–7–15–16 (Fig. 1).

One-photon absorption

The 1PA cross-section spectrum of FSD was determined calcu-
lating the 20 lowest electronic transitions. The energy of the lowest
and most intense p ? p" transition was used to confirm the statis-
tical convergence of the results for all six distinct solvent models.
Fig. 3 shows the convergence of the INDO/CIS and INDO/CISD cal-
culations for both the simplest and the most realistic solvent mod-
els adopted in this study.

Table 1 gathers the INDO/CI results obtained for the energy of
such p ? p" transition in this study, the results obtained in a pre-
vious study performed using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation and also
experimental data available on the literature. In addition, the TD-
DFT results obtained for isolated FSD, FSD in the electrostatic
embedding of the solvent molecules and employing the PCM mod-
el are also presented for comparison purposes. Three important
trends should be noted in the INDO/CI results. First, the INDO/CI
calculations overestimate the energy of the p ? p" transition. This
is expected due to the dianionic character of FSD and the limita-
tions of the ZINDO method concerning the lack of diffuse basis
set functions. Second, the flexibility of the FSD molecule in the
MD simulation improved the theoretical results in comparison to
the previous work. Third, the inclusion of double excitations
(INDO/CISD) slightly changes the energy of the p ? p" transition.
It worsens the description of the solvatochromic shift of the
p ? p" transition, however the unusual direction of this shift re-
mains correctly reproduced.

The difference between the INDO/CI results for the energy of the
p ? p" transition of FSD in water and the experimental data is
about 0.20 eV and it should not be overlooked. However, the
INDO/CI calculations provide a better description of the lowest-en-
ergy transition of FSD than the TD-DFT, for both FSD isolated and in
the electrostatic embedding. Moreover, the TD-DFT method ob-
tains the solvatochromic shift in water in the wrong direction.
Based on these two aspects, we conclude that INDO/CI calculations
represent an interesting and convenient option to study the spec-
troscopic behavior of FSD in water.

The p ? p" character of the lowest energy transition of FSD in
water is confirmed by the molecular orbitals involved in such tran-
sition, determined at the INDO/CI level. The transition is mostly de-
scribed by an excitation from the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO). These molecular orbitals are showed in the Fig. 4.

The 1PA and 2PA spectra of FSD in water along a broad spectral
region were reported by Makarov and co-workers [33] and are
illustrated in Fig. 5. The experimental 1PA spectrum of FSD in
water shows that the band centered at 490 nm, ascribed to the
lowest energy p ? p" transition, presents a shoulder possibly re-
lated to another electronic transition close in energy to the lowest
one. However, the INDO calculations, both CI and CISD, indicate
that the energy of the second lowest transition of FSD in water is
about 1 eV higher than the lowest one. On the other hand, theoret-
ical calculations of the vibrational modes of FSD in its electronic
ground state indicate that the molecule has an intense mode at
the 1700 cm#1. Therefore this shoulder should be more correctly
ascribed to the first term of a vibrational progression.

As it was already mentioned here, the original ZINDO program
[86] was parameterized using the INDO/CIS calculations to prop-
erly describes electronic transitions of single excitation character
and it satisfactorily describes 1PA spectra in general. Therefore, it
is expected that the inclusion of double excitations could compro-
mise the description of the 1PA spectrum. Fig. 6 shows the 1PA
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Fig. 2. Solvation shells of FSD in water obtained from the minimum-distance radial
distribution function (RDFmindist).
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cross-section spectrum simulated using the results provided by the
CIS and CISD calculations for four of our solvent models. The exper-
imental 1PA spectrum of FSD in water is basically composed by
two bands at the UV–Vis region, the band related to the p ? p"

transition and a small band around 325 nm. Both bands appear
at the simulated 1PA spectra, Fig. 6, but in relation to the experi-
mental spectrum they are blue shifted about 40–50 nm.

Fig. 6 shows that the inclusion of double excitations in the
INDO/CI calculations performed by the ZINDO program does not
compromise the description of the 1PA spectrum of FSD. The inclu-
sion of double excitation diminishes the 1PA cross-section of the
lowest energy p ? p" transition by about 25%, while the solvent

effects do not change it substantially. The opposite is observed
for the higher energy region of the 1PA spectrum. The solvent ef-
fect completely inhibits a small band around 350 nm in the spec-
trum of FSD isolated and which does not appear in the
experimental spectrum. The inclusion of double excitations basi-
cally does not change the amplitude of the band centered around
275 nm. This band in the simulated spectra is related to the small
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Fig. 3. Statistical convergence of the INDO/CIS (filled squares) and INDO/CISD (empty squares) results for the energy of the lowest and most intense one-photon transition,
p ? p", of FSD in water. (a) Model 1: FSD isolated. (b) Model 6: FSD + explicit first solvation shell + electrostatic embedding.

Table 1
Energy and solvatochromic shift of the lowest and most intense one-photon transition of FSD in water obtained from QM calculations performed using uncorrelated
configurations provided by classical simulations. The transition energy (E) is given by the transition wavelength in nanometer and the solvatochromic shift (Dm), in respect to the
vacuum (FSD isolated), in cm#1. The TD-DFT calculations were performed with the hybrid B3LYP functional and the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. The results obtained employing PCM
are presented in parentheses.

MC simulationa MD simulation

Model CIS TD-DFT CIS CISD TD-DFT Exp.

E Dm E Dm E Dm E Dm E Dm Eb Dmc

FSD isolated 449 – 430 – 471 – 467 – 430 – 490 +1150
FSD + embedding 432 +875 432 (437) #108 (#370) 447 +1140 433 +1680 437

439
#370 (#477)

FSD + 14 H2O + embedding 433 +845 453 +845 452 +710
FSD + 47 H2O + embedding 433 +840 452 +890 456 +600

a Previous work [52].
b Experimental data of FSD in water [31].
c Solvatocromic shift from anhydrous DMSO to water [31].
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Fig. 4. Molecular orbitals involved in the lowest energy transition (p ? p") of FSD
in water.
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band around 325 nm in the experimental spectrum. The amplitude
of this band is overestimated by the INDO/CI calculations in all sol-
vent models adopted in this work.

Two-photon absorption

To employ the SOS model to study the 2PA, it is necessary first to
investigate the convergence of the theoretical results in relation to
the number of the excited states taken into account in such model.
Since we studied the solvent effects on the 2PA of FSD in aqueous
environment using six different solvent models, we investigated
the convergence for each model. In Fig. 7, we present the results ob-
tained for two of them, FSD isolated and FSD surrounded by 14 expli-
cit water molecules (‘‘hydrogen bond’’ shell) with the electrostatic
embedding. The computations took into account 50, 100, 150, 200
and 250 excited states. The results are the average values of the
imaginary part of c(#x; x, #x, x) (i.e., Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)]) at
the two-photon resonance frequencies (x = xgf/2) obtained taking
the 250 uncorrelated configurations coming from the classical sim-
ulation and employing the FE method, Eq. (8).

From Fig. 7, it is seen that the inclusion of double excitations in
the INDO/CI calculations considerably changes Im[c(#x; x, #x,
x)], mainly at the higher energy spectral region. This was observed
not only for the two models shown on Fig. 7, but also for the four
remaining models (not shown). The number of two-photon reso-
nances (x = xgf/2), before Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)] drops to zero,
due to the one-photon resonance approximation, diminishes with
the inclusion of double excitations. Also, the convergence of the re-
sults in relation to the number of excited states is slower for the
INDO/CISD calculations. When using the INDO/CIS results, the
SOS model already provided converged values for computations
including 50 states, while to obtain converged values using the
INDO/CISD results at least 100 states are needed. Therefore, to
simulate the 2PA spectrum of FSD in water we took into account

150 excited states in the SOS model. Comparing the values ob-
tained for Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)], the values estimated using the
INDO/CIS results at the region of higher energy excited states are
at least one order of magnitude higher than the values estimated
using the INDO/CISD results. From the experimental values re-
ported [33] it is known that the 2PA cross-section of FSD in water
along the visible and near-ultraviolet region is few tens Göppert–
Mayer (1GM = 10#50 cm4 s photon#1). Through the Eq. (7), one
can realize that for such values of cross-sections the magnitude
of Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)] should be about 105–106 a.u. Therefore,
the INDO/CIS calculations provide overestimated values at the re-
gion of the higher energy excited states. These results confirm
the initial hypothesis that for a proper determination of the 2PA
cross-section spectrum using INDO/CI calculations it is necessary
to include double excitations. Based on this conclusion, from now
on we will be presenting and discussing here only the results ob-
tained from INDO/CISD calculations.

As exposed on the procedure section, in this work we simulated
the 2PA cross section spectrum of FSD in water employing the
semi-classical method to simulate absorption spectra and adopting
two different approaches, the RE and FE methods, to describe the
nonlinear absorption process. While the RE method estimates
Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)] at the two-photon resonant frequencies
(x = xgf/2) taking into account only the two-photon resonant
terms of the SOS model (Eq. (10)), the FE method does not neglect
any term of the SOS model (Eq. (8)). Since the 2PA cross-section
is proportional to the imaginary part of c(#x; x, #x, x), this is
the only difference between the methods used to simulate the
2PA cross-section spectrum. Fig. 8 shows the values of Im[c(#x;
x, #x, x)] at the two-photon resonant frequencies computed for
all six solvent models and employing the two approaches. The
results shown are the average values (and the standard deviations)
for each two-photon resonance frequency for 250 uncorrelated
configurations.

Fig. 6. 1PA cross-section spectrum of FSD simulated using the results provided by the INDO/CIS (j) and INDO/CISD (h) calculations. (a) FSD isolated, (b) FSD in an
electrostatic embedding, (c) FSD surrounded by 14 explicit water molecules and including the electrostatic embedding, (d) FSD surrounded by whole first solvation shell (47
explicit water molecules) included explicitly and including electrostatic embedding.
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From Eqs. (8) and (10) one can note that the FE and RE do not
describe the effect of the one-photon resonance approximation
over Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)] in a similar way. When the angular fre-
quency of the incident light increases and approaches the angular
frequency of the lowest one-photon resonance, in the FE method
Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)] quickly drops to zero and then becomes neg-
ative. In the RE method on the other hand, the value of
Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)] suffers a resonant enhancement effect in
such situation. Both methods do not give a correct dispersion
behavior of Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)] at the frequency region around
the one-photon resonance, since they are based on the SOS model
which fails in this aspect [95]. However, it is easier to identify the
effects of the one-photon resonance approximation from the trend
observed on the results of the FE method. Therefore, in the present
study such trend was used to define the number of final excited
states (Nfs) to be adopted to simulate the 2PA cross-section spec-
trum employing both methods. This procedure inhibits the action
of resonant enhancement effects over the simulated nonlinear
spectrum provided by the RE method. Based on the results pre-
sented on Fig. 8, the 12 lowest electronic excited states were used
as final excited states to simulate the 2PA cross-section spectrum
of isolated FSD. The inclusion of the solvent reduced this number
and for the five remaining models the 9 lowest electronic excited
states were used.

Fig. 8 shows that the two methods proved similar results to the
first excited state for all solvent models. For model 1, FSD isolated,
the values of Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)] estimated by the FE method is
higher, twice for several excited states, than the values estimated
by the RE method. Similar trend is also observed for the model 2.
For all the remaining models, the value of Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)]

estimated with the RE method for the third until the eighth excited
states is about 50–80% of the values estimated with the FE method,
being the second excited state the only exception. A direct compar-
ison of the results provided by the two methods for the last excited
state adopted to simulate the nonlinear spectra in each model is
not possible, since a residual effect of the one-photon resonance
approximation is certainly affecting such value in a distinct way
for each method.

Fig. 9 presents the simulated 2PA cross-section spectra of FSD in
water for the six solvent models adopted in this study. Three bands
can be clearly identified in the experimental 2PA cross-section
spectrum of FSD, Fig. 5. In this way, here the simulated nonlinear
spectra are mainly discussed considering the amplitude and posi-
tion of the bands which appeared along the UV–Vis spectral region.
Fig. 8 evidences the number of final excited states playing at the
different spectral regions (visible and near ultraviolet) along the
nonlinear absorption spectrum of FSD in water.

The 2PA spectra provided by both methods indicate that the
amplitude of the first band, centered around 465 nm and related
with the two-photon transition to the first excited state (dipolar
transition), is not substantially affected by solvent effects. How-
ever, when the results of the models 1 (Fig. 9a) and 3 (Fig. 9c)
are compared, it is possible to note that the hydrogen bonds
slightly increase the 2PA cross-section of such transition. More-
over, comparing the results of the models 3 (Fig. 9c) and 4
(Fig. 9d), and also the models 5 (Fig. 9e) and 6 (Fig. 9f), it is possible
to note that the electrostatic embedding slightly decreases this 2PA
cross-section. The experimental value of the 2PA cross-section at
490 nm (the wavelength of the linear absorption peak) is 6 GM.
The FE method estimates the amplitude of the first band (peak va-
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Fig. 7. Results provided by the SOS model for the imaginary part of c(#x; x, #x, x) as a function of the number of electronic states included in the summation for the two
models adopted in this study. (a) FSD isolated and INDO/CIS calculation, (b) FSD isolated and INDO/CISD calculation, (c) FSD + 14 explicit solvent molecules + electrostatic
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lue) equal to 7 GM, but the RE method underestimates the ampli-
tude of this band by about 50%.

The second band of the experimental 2PA spectrum is centered
at 385 nm, while the third one, the most narrow and with larger
amplitude (r2PA + 65GM), is centered at 320 nm. The 2PA spec-
trum provided by the FE method for FSD isolated is the simulated
spectrum most similar to the experimental one. In this spectrum,
the third band is centered around 295 nm and it has an amplitude
of about 62 GM. The second band is centered around 335 nm with
a peak amplitude of about 52 GM and a subtle shoulder. Since the
QM calculations performed in this study do not include vibronic
coupling, the observed shoulder has certainly electronic origin.

The interaction with explicit solvent molecules decreases the
amplitude of the third band, but no solvatochromic shift is ob-
served due to such interaction. When the electrostatic embedding
is included in the explicit models the description provided by the
FE method leads to an increase of the third band amplitude. Con-
cerning the solvent effects on the third band of the nonlinear spec-
trum, all the predictions made by the FE method are reproduced by
the RE method, however in a less evident way. The results found
for the discrete (electrostatic) model is the only exception. The
FE and RE methods provide similar amplitudes for the last band
of the nonlinear spectrum and in good agreement with the exper-
imental 2PA cross-section spectrum.

The solvent effect on the second band of the 2PA spectrum is
the origin of the main changes observed in the entire nonlinear
spectrum. The second band splits in two when explicit molecules

are included. This is because the shoulder and the peak of the ini-
tial (FSD isolated) second band suffer solvatochromic shift in oppo-
site directions. The shoulder shifts in the direction of the third
band (blue shift) and, therefore, their amplitude could be added
in a superposition effect if the shift were large enough. However,
its position seems to be already established in the case of the most
sophisticated solvent model used in this study and the superposi-
tion is not observed. Moreover, analyzing only the part of the initial
second band which shifted to the red region, i.e., its peak (FSD iso-
lated), it can be observed that both, the interaction with explicit
solvent molecules and the one coming from the electrostatic
embedding, diminishes the 2PA cross-section of FSD around that
spectral region.

The identification of the second band and analysis of the solvent
effects on it are more difficult when using the RE method for two
reasons. First, the method underestimates the values of Im[-
hc(#x; x, #x, xi] for the excited electronic states contributing
to the amplitude of that band, as seen in Fig. 8. This makes this
band to appear as less intense in these simulated 2PA spectra. Sec-
ond, the FE and RE methods do not adopt exactly the same function
to describe the excited states spectral lines. As it can be seem in the
insets of Fig. 9, which highlight the lowest energy and isolated 2PA
transition of FSD, the profile of each excited state spectral line is
broader in the RE method. Finally, the FE and RE methods provide
a very similar description concerning the solvent effects on the
2PA of FSD in water for most of the solvent models used in this
work.

Fig. 8. Computed average values for Im[c(#x; x, #x, x)] at the two-photon resonance frequencies employing the FE (j) and the RE (h) methods. (a) FSD isolated, (b) FSD in
an electrostatic embedding, (c) FSD surrounded by 14 explicit solvent molecules (‘‘hydrogen bond’’ shell), (d) FSD surrounded by 14 explicit solvent molecules and including
electrostatic embedding, (e) FSD surrounded by 47 explicit water molecules (first solvation shell) and (f) FSD surrounded by 47 explicit water molecules and including
electrostatic embedding.
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Summary and conclusions

The present work presents a theoretical study of the 1PA and
2PA cross-section spectra of FSD in water. Using a combined and
sequential QM/MD methodology six different solvent models, ex-
plicit and discrete, were adopted to investigate in detail the role
of solute – solvent interaction on the 1PA and 2PA of FSD in water.
Statistically uncorrelated configurations were sampled from the
MD simulation for a posteriori quantum mechanical calculations
using the ZINDO method. INDO/CIS and INDO/CISD calculations
were performed to study the absorption processes of FSD and the
SOS model used to describe the 2PA process. The 1PA and 2PA
spectra of FSD in water were simulated employing the semi-classi-
cal method to simulate the absorption spectra. In the case of the
2PA, the nonlinear spectrum was simulated using two approaches,
the ‘‘full expression’’ (FE) and the ‘‘resonant expression’’ (RE) meth-
ods. The last method assumes the two-photon resonant conditions
and represents an interesting computation option to study the 2PA
process.

The inclusion of double excitations does not affect the descrip-
tion of the 1PA of FSD in water along the visible and near ultravi-
olet spectral regions. The simulated 1PA spectrum indicates that
the main effect of the solvent environment on the linear spectrum
of FSD in water is to inhibit a small band around 340 nm which ap-

peared in the spectrum of the FSD isolated. The spectral profile of
the 1PA cross-section spectrum obtained using any of the solvent
models adopted in this work is in good agreement with the exper-
imental spectrum. However, the simulated 1PA spectra are blue
shifted in about 40–50 nm in comparison to the experimental
spectrum. The direction of the unusual blue shift of the lowest-en-
ergy and most intense 1PA transition playing over the linear spec-
trum of FSD, a p ? p" transition, is properly described by the INDO/
CI calculations. The performance of the INDO/CI and TD-DFT meth-
ods were compared for three cases, isolated FSD, FSD in an electro-
static embedding and using the PCM model. In all cases the INDO/
CI calculations provided better results for the wavelength and sol-
vatochromic shift of the p ? p" transition.

In the case of 2PA process, the introduction of doubly excited
configuration interactions (INDO/CISD) proved to be essential for
an appropriate description of the process at the higher energy
spectral region. Despite the number of coordinations of FSD in
water, it was observed that the solvent effects do not considerably
change the 2PA cross-section along the entire nonlinear spectrum.
The 2PA spectrum provided by the FE method presents a better
definition of the bands which appear in the experimental spectrum
than the one provided by the RE method. Nevertheless, both ap-
proaches provide similar description for the effect of the solvent
environment on the 2PA transitions of FSD in water. In this sense,

Fig. 9. 2PA cross-section spectrum of FSD in water simulated employing the FE (empty squares) and the RE (filled squares) methods. (a) FSD isolated, (b) FSD in an
electrostatic embedding, (c) FSD surrounded by 14 explicit solvent molecules (‘‘hydrogen bond’’ shell), (d) FSD surrounded by 14 explicit solvent molecules and including
electrostatic embedding, (e) FSD surrounded by 47 explicit water molecules (first solvation shell) and (f) FSD surrounded by 47 explicit water molecules and including
electrostatic embedding.
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considering the reduced computation cost of the RE method, this
approach appears as an interesting option to study the solvent ef-
fect on the two-photon transitions of solvated molecules in a
microscopy details.
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